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THE ONLY DIGITAL SYSTEM DESIGNED TO STRENGTHEN FAMILY
.
UNITY AND PERPETUATE MULTI-GENERATIONAL SUCCESS

E XC LU S I V E

• GUIDED •

EFFICIENT
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Phil.Barnhill@StoryFamilyInstitute.com

WE BELIEVE A FAMILY’S
NET WORTH IS “MORE THAN
MONEYSM.”
That’s why we’ve named our digital system
The MTM (More Than MoneySM) Vault.

Your “More Than MoneySM” legacy includes
core values, meaningful communication,
family unity, traditions, gratitude and
valuable life experiences.
The MTM Vault will strengthen family
unity, expand your family’s positive impact
and perpetuate multi-generational success.
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IMPROVE COMMUNICATION
ABOUT “WHAT MATTERS MOST”
TO MANY FAMILIES…
Story Family Institute will personally navigate your family
with thoughtful, experienced advice. Our exclusive,
guided and efficient leading-edge digital system allows
you and your family members to participate in and
contribute to strengthening family unity and perpetuating
multi‑generational success.
Many families, irrespective of ﬁnancial net worth,
recognize that what matters most is “More Than
MoneySM,” making our convenient digital system the
ideal solution …

%

61

rate legacy development as a top need.

77

%

say it is important to leave values and
life lessons as inheritance.

- Mindscape Study

- Morningstar

POSITION YOUR FAMILY TO
OVERCOME A CENTURIES-OLD
CHALLENGE…

91

%

of all multi-generational wealth
transfers fail in two generations.
- For Love and Money, Roy Williams

FOR THIS DATA, “FAIL” IS DEFINED
in three devastating ways…
Here’s what happens:
THE FAMILY UNIT IS FRACTURED
FINANCIAL SECURITY DISSIPATES
“MORE THAN MONEYSM” LEGACY IS
SLOWLY FORGOTTEN

STORY FAMILY INSTITUTE AND
YOU. THE RIGHT COMBINATION.
EXCLUSIVE SYSTEM TO
STRENGTHEN FAMILY UNITY
Story Family Institute offers the only digital system to
strengthen family unity, exclusively offered by a select
few professional advisors. Family unity is strengthened by
engaging multiple generations in identifying a shared vision
of purpose through respectful inclusion and meaningful
communications.

GUIDED AND CONVENIENT
After years of training and experience, I will guide you
and your family through a series of meaningful steps. Our
proprietary, digital system is simple, elegant, intuitive
and effective for families on any device, anywhere.

EFFICIENT WITH YOUR TIME
AND RESOURCES
Our structured, digital system is implemented in 30
minute consultations with family members every 4-6
weeks that culminates in a well-structured family
meeting. We leverage our technology to maximize
time efﬁciency and minimize your ﬁnancial
commitment.

STORY FAMILY INSTITUTE WORKS
FOR YOU & YOUR FAMILY
Building a strong, sustainable family unit starts by placing
a focus on what matters most: your family’s “More Than
MoneySM” legacy. Story Family Institute’s time-efficient
digital system is designed to do precisely that.

IT’S QUICK AND EASY TO USE
The MTM Vault is easily accessed online via
smartphone, tablet or computer. The simple,
intuitive dashboard features a centralized Family
Decision Center that provides transparency and
motivates participation.
The guided deliverables can be completed in just 30
minutes or less. It’s globally available to your family
members, 24/7/365. As your trusted advisor, I’ll be
there at strategic intervals to help you navigate the
process.

AN OUTSTANDING VALUE
Story Family Institute will guide your family to
define, protect and perpetuate your More Than
MoneySM legacy while providing enduring benefits
that live across multiple generations.

THE MTM VAULT
AT - A - G L A N C E
VALUES 360
• Expand communication about
the foundational core values of
your family

LEGACY 360
• Create a family legacy mission
statement and integrate your
valuables with your values

GRATITUDE 360
• Perpetuate gratitude, unify your
family’s charitable vision and
measure impact

THE

GOVERNANCE 360
• Build a multi-generational
structure for family
communications and empower
your heirs

PERPETUATE 360
• Choose any three individual deliverables to provide an ongoing and relevant preparing heirs process

GUIDED ‘DELIVERABLES’
THAT PROVIDE REAL RESULTS
AND INTANGIBLE BENEFITS
With program deliverables that family members can complete in
less than 30 minutes, Story Family Institute provides an invaluable
opportunity to strengthen family unity, expand the positive impact of
your family and perpetuate multi-generational success through our
exclusive, guided and efficient digital system.

DEFINING “WHAT MATTERS MOST”
•
•
•
•
•

Individual communication styles
Shared family core values
Your authentic family legacy
A shared family philanthropic vision
What “success” looks like for your family

PROTECTING “WHAT MATTERS MOST”
•
•
•
•
•

Shared core values and invaluable relationships
Intellectual, human and social capital
A strong, purposeful family unit
The family traditions and culture
Family experiences of value

PERPETUATING “WHAT MATTERS MOST”
•
•
•
•
•

An “Attitude of Gratitude”
Positive behaviors from coming generations
An on-going “Preparing Heirs” improvement process
Your values integrated with your valuables
A culture of meaningful communication

THE MTM VAULT
OUTCOMES & DELIVERABLES
VALUES 360

LEGACY 360

GRATITUDE 360

GOVERNANCE 360

OUTCOMES

OUTCOMES

OUTCOMES

OUTCOMES

• Improve Communication

• What Will The Family Be
Known For

• Define What Gratitude Means
to You

• Alignment with Values

• Identify Intangible Talents to
Benefit Philanthropic Vision

• Identify Individual Core Values
• Identify Shared Family Core Values
• Strengthen Family Unity

• Empower Heirs

• Establish a Clear Vision for
Your Family

• Integrate Core Values with Existing
Professional Plans

• Communicate “Who” You Give to
and “Why” It’s Important

• Write a Statement about “What
Matters Most”

• Create a Shared Legacy Mission
Statement

• Measure the Impact of Your
Philanthropy

DELIVERABLES

DELIVERABLES

DELIVERABLES

• Create Structure for All Family
Members to Participate in
Important Decisions
• Purposefully Create Shared
Experiences of Value
• Encourage Positive Behaviors
Consistent with the Family Legacy
• Write a Governing Document

DELIVERABLES

• Communication Style Identifier

• Individual Legacy Defined

• Gratitude Defined

• Family Advisory Board

• Individual Core Values

• Family Legacy Mission Statement

• Active Gratitude

• Family Bank

• Statement of Values

• Investment Integration

• Individual Charitable Vision

• Family Constitution

• Shared Core Values

• Insurance Integration

• Shared Charitable Vision

• 100 Year Vision

• 3 Year Vision

• Estate Plan Integration

• Philanthropic Impact Report

• The Purposeful Trust

PERPETUATE 360
OUTCOME
Maintain and continue focus on “More Than MoneySM” legacy and mitigating the
risk of wealth transfer failure

DELIVERABLE
Family selects any three individual deliverables that they feel at the time
would be most beneficial
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YOUR INITIAL CONSULTATION.

Easy as 1, 2, 3.
Contact Phil Barnhill to schedule a 30-minute
consultation and receive the following:

1
2
3

Complete your “More Than MoneySM”
Assessment in 15 minutes or less
Immediately review your results
Preview our web-based digital system

About Phil Barnhill

Email Phil.

Phil has provided sound, forward-thinking counsel to businesses and individuals
for nearly 40 years. But more than just counseling clients, Phil genuinely
knows where they’re coming from. As founding partner, CEO and Chief
Investment Officer of The Advocate Group, LLC, from 1999-2013, Phil brings
an enormously valuable, first-person understanding of the needs and concerns
of Story Capital’s entrepreneurial clients and intrapreneurial senior leaders of
Public Companies. Virtually 100% of the clientele from Phil’s former firm were
officers of local Fortune 500 companies. Purposeful communication within the
family is the only hope for elimination of an air of entitlement in one’s children.
Guiding these purposeful conversations within client families is the crowning
objective in the closing chapters of Phil’s professional career.

Professional Passions
• Meeting the advanced asset protection and legacy planning needs of senior
corporate executives and families of significant net worth.

Phil Barnhill, CLU
Story Family Institute, LLC

952-657-7205
Phil.Barnhill@StoryFamilyInstitute.com
StoryCapital.com/story-family-institute

• Leading collaborative teams of multi-disciplined professionals focused on
serving Story Capital client families.
• Expanding an understanding of the powerful asset and wealth protection
benefits of unique on-shore, directed trust jurisdictions such as South Dakota.
• Deploying a values-infused process for wealth preservation planning which
focuses comprehensively on the clients’ charitable, family, and financial
objectives. Story Capital’s approach assists in creating the optimal inheritor
environment where concepts of appreciation, empowerment, and stewardship
supersede the more common air of entitlement and the disempowering impact
of traditional trust planning.

Education and Certification

706 2nd Ave, S.
Suite 600
Minneapolis, MN 55402

• Bachelor of Arts, Economics, Hamilton College
• Chartered Life Underwriter (CLU)

